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The BO News Egg :•:• 
Serving a Growing University Since 1920 
Tuesdoy, March  11, 1969 Vol. 53, No. 75 
Fees hiked $20 per term 
By JUDY EICHER 
Managing Editor 
Approval of a fee increase of $20 per quarter was the major busi- 
ness action of last Friday's Board of Trustees meeting, moved four 
times to accommodate a crowd of approximately 800 students. 
The board members sat at a long tableon the stage of the Grand Ball- 
room, speaking into microphones in front of them. 
Addressing the crowd before the meeting, Student Body President 
Nick Licate said students attending were demonstrating their inter- 
est in the University, and were showing "we're not immature and we're 
not a small minority. We're also demonstrating to ourselves how de- 
cisions are made." Licate asked the crowd to remain quiet and order- 
ly throughout the meetine. 
At the meeting 
they said: 
"Residence hall autonomy is in direct 
violation    of    the    grant   of   powers." 
-DR. JAMES BOND 
"As   soon  as  we  asserted our  power 
through Parliamentary Procedure, they 
said  they  were  leaving.   .  .   rules are 
there to assist you, not to hamper you." 
-NICK LICATE 
"Being 'above legalism' is all Mr. Li- 
cate seems able to discuss these days. 
I   was   not   interested   in   exposing the 
board of Trustees to that type of he- 
avier." -PRESIDENT JEROME 
Photos by  Paul Collins 
Applause greeted Hodgers spokesman Mark Kruse, taking the micro- 
phone after Licate to comment on the •'walk-in" of last Thursday night. 
Kruse stated he had just come from a consultation with the administra- 
tion, but said, -'Hodgers will remain autonomous -- as long as the men 
of Hodgers want autonomy."- 
Bob Home, chairman of the Black Student Union, took the micro- 
phone amid cheers and said, "I don't know how to start. Guess the 
only thing I can say is 'hello niggers.' 
"Hey, we're all black, better believe me. We're all niggers. What 
can I tell you. We don't have any say so about what goes on around 
here," he said. 
Major business of the meeting consisted of raising instructional 
fees from $130 per quarter to $150 per quarter effective summer 
quarter. 
Dr. B. 1). Owens, financial adviser to Dr. Jerome, reported the $20 
increase would move BG to a $300,000 defecit. "Without the increase 
we would be facing a 1.1 to 1.2 million dollare deficit with our current 
projections," he said. 
However, these projections are being made almost a year and a 
half in advance, and "we can only operate on figures for support 
that are now awaiting the legislature's approval," he added. 
Reporting on interim housing developments to meet the student 
influx of next year, Dr. Jerome said he has "pretty much ruled out 
both mobile units and marginal homes at the present time.'' However, 
"we are trying to work something out because the dormitories won't 
meet the student demand for housing." 
Motor vehicle regulations as revised in Sept., 1968, were made appli- 
cable at this time to staff, faculty and visitors by the board. 
On request of President Jerome, a permanent board member, Mrs. 
Anita Ward, was appointed to represent the trustees on a "special com- 
mission to study the mission of the University," according to Dr. Jerome. 
This new commission would be comprised also of students and faculty 
members who would explore the -'rights of the faculty, the needs of the 
students, and ask what kind of a University we wish to be," said Dr. Jer- 
ome. 
Dr. Jerome defined this new-born commission as a "form of self- 
study. The time is right to do it. It all fits in with expanding horizons." 
The audience burst into applause as Dr. Jerome tabbed students as 
"wondering why they don't have more to say in the function of expand- 
ing their horizons. 
"I say God Bless them," Jerome continued as the applause turned to 
boos and hisses. "But, they don't believe their voices are being 
heard." 
Dr. Bond mounted the podium next as the meeting turned to a discus- 
sion of student affairs. Bond stated he was going to read the University's 
stand in relation to visitors in residence halls. 
"This is no formal action. This is merely a report to the Board," 
said Dr. Jerome. "A final policy cannot be established until we hear 
from all parties, including the faculty senate committee," said Dr. 
Jerome concerning dormitory autonomy. 
The basic issue, stated Dr. Bond, was the question of how much auton- 
omy students should have over their lives at this time, which he saw as 
relating to the "basic mission of the University." 
Citing a "grant of powers," passed in 1908 and given the Board of Trus- 
tees by the Ohio Revised Code, Dr. Bond said the president and Board of 
trustees had "full governmental authority respecting actions of students 
enrolled. . . they cannot relinquish these powers." 
"This places the legal responsibility for government of the students on 
the Board of Trustees and the president. If there is concern on the part 
of students, they should take legal action to amend the grant of powers 
given by the Ohio Revised Code," said Dr. Bond. 
Reading next from a printed copy of the University policy on open 
houses, Dr. Bond said room doors should be open, lights on, and open 
houses scheduled as supplimentary toanother social event. 
"Residence hall autonomy is indirect violation of the grant of powers," 
Bond said as the audience erupted in applause. 
Dr. Bond continued speaking calmly, -'Any rules and regulations that 
come in conflict of these rules and regulations (grant of powers) place a 
person's academic career in jeopardy. 
"I think this was known by the Student Body officers," said Bond, re- 
ferring to the Student Council Bill passed earlier this year, granting 
dormitory autonomy to residence halls. 
"I think it was wrong of some officers to mislead students. So the open 
house planned by Hodgers a few nights ago is in clear violation of the 
(Continued on Page 3) 
King murder 
5 MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) - i| 
:|:| James Earl Ray pleaded guilty « 
g yesterday to murdering Dr. x 
:•: Martin Luther King Jr. and •;•' 
•:■ was sentenced to 99 years in :|: 
v the Tennessee State Peniten- •:■ 
:■: tiary. 
•:•      Ray, pleading guilty to the :■: 
jj slaying,  had told the court he •:■ 
•j wanted to add a statement that :'■;. 
j:j he  did  not agree with "the ■:•: 
ffi theory there was no conspir- ■:•: 
•::: acy" in the killing of Dr. :::: 
Si King. 
»     "You have pleaded guilty to |:|: ■H first degree  murder and it is :•: 
% the judgment of the court that •:• 
:>: you be confined for 99 years $ 
% in   the    state penitentiary," :'■ 
:•:• Criminal Court Judge Preston ::: 
;:|: Battle said. 
|:|:      The entire proceeding, from •:■ ■;•: original guilty plea to setting $ ■:•: of the  sentence by the jury, :•: 
:■:■ lasted less than three and a •:• 
•:•: half hours. 
A   minute before the judge :'■: 
:'■:'■ passed    sentence,      Ray sat •:• 
*: quietly in a checked blue sport ;:•: 
■y coat   and  dark  pants  as  the '■■' '■. ■fi judge asked the jurors if they :j:j 
$ still agree to a state-defense ;;. 
:i: arrangement   that   Hay plead :•:• 
::: guilty and accept the sentence. ■$ 
All   12   raised  their  right % 
:'■; hands in assent. #■ 
The judge then thanked the •:•: 
'■:"■: jurors and all others who had « 
:|5 helped  in the case.    He re- :j:| 
•:•: peated    defense   and prose- ;•: 
:•:! cution contentions that there :•:• 
X was   no evidence of a con- >•: 
x: spiracy in King's slaying. £: 
$j     Should   any  such  evidence :•:■ 
':'.-: arise, the judge made it clear, !:•: 
'■:'■ the state will prosecute. 
Sf     Hay  said he did not agree ;* 
•& with the theory that there was « 
''■;.; no conspiracy  to assassinate * 
6 King. He did not elaborate. $ 
•:•: He said, however, "I agree >:• 
x-with the stipulation" to plead » 
S guilty. £ 
Licate acts on 
posibility of 
punishment 
Though no punishments have been 
handed down in regard to partici- 
pants in the Hodgers Quad distur- 
bance of last week, already efforts 
are being undertaken to assure the 
students will not be prosecuted. 
Student Body President Nick Li- 
cate said yesterday that any action 
taken by University officials "is 
going to involve the entire dorm 
(Hodgers) government and also all 
of Student Council. 
Should the administration attempt 
prosecution of individuals for their 
participation, Licate said Council's 
office of public defense "is look- 
ing into the legality of the Loco 
Parentis idea," and mentioned the 
possibility of Council bringing the 
personnel deans to court "to see 
if  they   are   neglecting students." 
Jerome and Licate exchange blame for Trustees walk-out 
By JUDI WRIGHT 
Issue Editor 
University President William 
Jerome and Student Body President 
Nick Licate exchanged charges yes- 
terday in reference to the "dis- 
ruption" and Board walk-out fol- 
lowing the Board of Trustees meet- 
ing Friday. 
"We felt Licate disrupted the 
meeting," said Dr. Jerome when 
contacted by the News. "If this is 
the way he is going to act, as the 
official representative of the stu- 
dents, then this is the way com- 
munication can be hampered,'' he 
said. 
Dr. Jerome said Licate had been 
invited to the informal session of 
the Trustees Friday morning but 
failed to show up. He said he felt 
that the Board would be willing to 
meet in front of the students on 
another occasion. 
When asked his feelings on the 
walk-out by 250 black students and 
sympathizers during his discussion 
of the BSU at the meeting, Dr. Je- 
rome said, "I didn't even observe 
it, so it has no meaning to me." 
He said the position of the micro- 
phone at the rostrum prevented him 
from seeing the walk-out. 
He added he was sorry if he had 
offended anyone, but that he was 
only trying to be frank. "If that's 
their way of showing disagreement, 
then they've shown it. I get the 
message," he said. 
Licate charged Dr. Jerome and 
Dr. Bond with making Student Coun- 
cil look like a "bunch of trouble- 
makers with no purpose." He said 
ljis purpose in standing up after 
the meeting was to read from the 
Grant of Powers for Student Par- 
ticipation in University Govern- 
ment, the same document that Dr. 
Bond read from at the meeting 
when asserting that Council was an 
advisory rather than a power body. 
The Grant states that students 
"can further their own education for 
living in a democracy by sharing 
both the  responsibilities  and  the 
authority for community action and 
activities." 
"It was important to get to the 
mike because it was supposed to be 
an open discussion period, and we 
wanted to show our side," he said. 
Licate said that he wanted to re- 
fute Dr. Jerome and Dr. Bond's 
statements. "They said a lot of 
half-truths; they were misleading. 
They were putting on a one-sided 
show." 
The Trustees meeting Friday 
was attended by about 800 students, 
mostly interested in the dorm au- 
tonomy and Black Student Union 
issues. 
After the adjournment of the 
formal meeting, Board President 
Donald Simmons told students they 
would be allowed to ask questions 
of the six remaining Board mem- 
bers. He established "ground 
rules;" that questions would be 
taken from the two sides of the 
audience in an alternating manner. 
Simmons said that anyone who was 
unable to be heard from the floor 
would be free to use the micro 
phone on the speaker's platform. 
The first question pertained to 
the delayed payment of certain 
graduate assistants' salaries. The 
secound questioner asked whether 
the surveys taken by MIRHC and 
AWS which showed a majority of 
students favoring dorm autonomy 
would be influential in any changes 
that might be made in University 
policy. 
"This is not an issue on which 
we can make a decision on a head- 
count basis," said Dr. Jerome. 
He said that parents, faculty, and 
university community opinion would 
weigh heavily in any decision that 
was made. 
Another student, Len Estrin, 
raised his hand. At this point, 
Licate approached the microphone 
on the speaker's platform and be-, 
gan to express his dissatisfaction 
with the question and answer pro- 
cedure. 
The following exchange took 
place: 
Simmons: "Mr Licate, I find you 
out of order. The procedure is to 
answer questions from one side 
of the  floor and then the other." 
Licate: "Will the student who 
raised his hand defer his question 
to me?" 
Estrin: "I defer my question to 
Mr. Licate." 
Licate:     "I am  in order. . ." 
Simmons: "Mr. Licate, I cannot 
allow you to speak unless you go 
to the floor and raise your hand." 
Licate: "This is just a legalis- 
tic procedure to defer the main 
Issues." 
Simmons: "The question and 
answer session is now over. Thank 
you." 
Dr. Jerome, the Board, and Dr. 
Bond exited quickly, amidst cries of 
protest from the audience, includ- 
ing the shout, "It's your legalistic 
liberal bullshit that won't let Licate 
speak." 
Immediately after the break-up, 
Dr. Jerome said he believed Licate 
(Continued on Page 3) 
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editorials letters to the editor 
Recognition 
The Hoard of Trustees meeting h'riday indicates just how little 
the administration is willing to consider student proposals for the 
liberalization of rules on this cumpus. 
The Hoard of Trustees discussed very little that was of interest 
to the students, and showed they are putty in the hands of admin- 
istrators who are not aliout to listen to what the students have to 
say. 
President Jerome and Vice President Mond showed a total lack 
of tact concerning the recent llodgers open house and the forma- 
tion  of ihe  Black  Student  Union. 
It is becoming quite obvious (hat. the administration is ignoring 
student demands, anil doesn't know what is happening here. 
The students want a voice in determining the rules under which 
they will live, and arc sick of getting the administrative runa- 
round. The administration is hewing closely to a legalistic line, 
with the uncompromising attitude that it knows best what social 
rules should control the   students. 
It is no wonder the black students walked out of the meeting, a- 
long with some white students, because the remarks made by Jer- 
ome and Mond were insulting to say the least. 
And the Trustees did not increase their popularity among the 
student body when they refused to let Nick l.icate speak at the 
meeting. To tell someone he may speak and then to declare him 
out of order when he tries to speak is not following parliamentary 
procedure, us the Trustees claimed Licate was not doing. 
The Trustees should not have walked out on the students; they 
should huve stayed and listened to what the students hail to say. 
Since they did walk out, it seems that they didn't want to hear the 
students anyway, and were only looking for an excuse to leave. 
It's about time the administration started listening to the students 
because the students will not accept a subservient position in re- 
gards to the rules that govern them. 
Licate acted well 
Student Hody President Nick l.icate should be congratulated 
for his stand at the Hoard of Trustees meeting l-'riduy. Ily his ac- 
tions he pointed up the asininity of the Hoard and the administra- 
tion. 
Through his leadership, students have conic to realize that they 
can control their environment, and have a basic right to do so. 
The entire student body should unite behind l.icate in this con- 
frontation between students and administration 
Claims NYA 
misrepresented 
As a National Youth Alliance 
member I was sick and tired of 
being associated with two supposed 
members of NYA; these being Mr. 
Doughty and Mr. Plnta who have 
interpreted the policies set forth 
by the national headquarters in their 
own minds. Such individuals as 
these do not reflect what NYA 
stands for. 
NYA has been set up to be an 
active conservative group. We are 
not a fascist group as the BC News 
portrayed in a recent cartoon. At 
the present time I have taken per- 
sonal action to remove Mr. Doughty 
and Mr. Pinta from NYA for there 
is no room for such individuals. 
I am sure every group has unde- 
sirables, even SDS. 
I would be glad to talk to any 
individual about NYA and how to 
join our organization, 
Martin J. Molloy 
227 Compton 
Stereotyped 
Through repeated editions of the 
BG News, I have come to the sad 
realization that I am not only a pow- 
er-mad rascist and bigot because 
I chose to affiliate myself with a 
Greek society, but also a capital- 
ist warmonger since I am enrolled 
in the Reserve Officers Training 
Program. Seldom if ever am I 
considered a STUDENT. 
Supposedly my affiliation with 
a fraternity makes my existence 
synonomous with racism and big- 
otry. I am termed a racist for my 
segregation from other creeds and 
colors. This is totally in error! 
My affiliation is based on a desire 
for friendship and camaraderie. It 
Democracy in action 
By TOM PARRISH 
Student Columnist 
After browsing through the BG 
News the last few days, I find it 
hard to believe all that I read. 
I've come to the conclusion that 
somebody's pulling my leg. 
From what I've read, it seems 
that Council broke a rule, IFC 
was accused of being racist.and the 
YAF is really a lady's auxiliary 
to SDS. I find it hard to believe 
that SDS would take that lying 
down.! 
But, first things first. I heard 
that two studens with a problem 
went to Student Council for an- 
swers. I don't want to imply that 
they were misdirected, but that's 
like   sending a  man who's dying 
of thirst to the desert. 
Nick l.icate and his cabinet, will 
be the first to admit that Coun- 
cil has never been known as a 
hotbed of liberal reform. As hard 
as Nick tried, he couldn't seem to 
get them to break those rules to 
make a moral commitment. 
Rules are very Important to 
Council from what I understand. 
I hear that they can stay so pre- 
occupied with their rules that they 
don't even have to mess with that 
controversial stuff. Isn't that nice? 
Besides, black does not consti- 
tute a difference for interest 
groups. It says right in the con- 
stitution that "different interest 
groups" represent girls as opposed 
to boys, Greeks as opposed to non- 
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Greeks,   and dorm-livers as op- 
posed to ap. itnient - livers. 
One Council member was quo- 
ted as saying, "If we throw out 
the rules, what will we have to 
play with?" 
Totally disturbed that Council 
might loose its plaything I turned 
to page two. I could see that things 
were to get no better! It said IFC 
was refusing to buck those 
little messages in the Greek* 
boxes because thev weren't racist. 
That seems a bit discriminatory. 
They haven't let a petty reason 
like that stop them irom backing 
fraternities. Ooops! I forgot. Fra- 
ternities aren't discriminatory. 
Tommy Temple says so. Besides, 
they're not allowed to be because 
they're on state property. Nobody'd 
let 'em just sit back and break 
the law. Right? 
Then, I read about the new, cool 
«roup on campus, NYA. I figure 
they must be affiliated with SDS 
cause freedom and democracy are 
both neat words. I'm so patriotic 
that I've decided to join both groups. 
Even if I don't get to join, it 
sure is neat having the NYA'ers 
around. They certainly are enlight- 
ened. I like watch'n 'em take care 
of the hippies, queers, weirdos, and 
niggers. They sure are deescreet! 
intellygent to. 
You NYA'ers sure know how to 
bring out the civic duty in a man. 
Ever since you sent my wife that 
note accusing her of being a drug 
user, I sleep with one eye open. 
I may owe my life to you fellows. 
I thought I knew her well, and 
I didn't even know she'd ever tried 
the stuff. I feel a lot better since 
your note, though, especially tie 
part that said you'd get rid of he 
even 11 the -'chlcken-livered" Uni- 
versity wouldn't. 
A threat of violence? Naw, Just 
democracy in action. Right fellers? 
is not restricted to a choice of col- 
ors, but to a choice of common 
goals. 
I am a capitalist warmonger for 
my desire to enroll in the mili- 
tary service along with my college 
education. I am blamed for the 
choices past generations have man- 
dated but am not praised for the 
desire to involve myself in pro- 
tection of the future from these 
same choices. 
My main desire to be a STU- 
DENT is constantly stereotyped to 
be that of a racist or bigot or 
some other highly connotated term. 
The ability to make independent 
decisions will never be realized 
until I, along with my peers, find 
it in muself to forget invalid, con- 
fused and irrational sterotypes of 
my fellow STUDENTS. 
Jim Szoka 
Sigma Nu 
Those who were captured were 
released afterwards, but no one is 
sure what happened to the RA. It 
is reported that at the rally (be- 
fore the march into Rodgers) he 
was seen giving a few words of 
encouragement to the Freshmen. 
Later on in the evening the RA 
had taken up position on the Ad- 
ministration's side, fulfilling, in 
every way, the orders they de- 
manded he carry out. He had a 
job to do for the Administration 
and he complied with it completely. 
But more important, he had a duty 
to himself. He spoke out for what 
he believed to be right, which is 
more than what most of this cam- 
pus would do. The RA knowlingly 
jeopardized his job with the Admin- 
istration by sticking out his neck 
when there was no demand that he 
should. For the price of freedom of 
speech, he sacrificed his stand- 
ing at BGSU - that of a respected 
esteemed member of the Rodgers' 
Administration. 
The only thing that now remains 
in Rodgers of the RA is his name- 
plate on his door ( soon to be re- 
moved) and the friendship of those 
who knew him. 
For action above and beyond the 
call of duty, Jeff May deserves 
the admiration of those who believe 
in free speech and the support of 
all who feel that a person can speak 
his mind and not worry about get- 
ting stepped on by the "System." 
Bob Llbecap 
246 and all of 
Jeff's wing Rodgers 
Trustee explains actions 
Through your columns I wish to express my appreciation to those 
students who patiently sat through last Friday's meeting of the Board 
of Trustees. I also want these students to know why I felt obliged to 
terminate the post-meeting question period after Mr. Licate, president 
of Student Council, commandeered the microphone. Ordinarily the 
Trustees would have been pleased to have heard Mr. Licate's views but 
his behavior In this instance was unacceptable for the following reasons: 
Firstly, Mr. Licate and other Council officers had been invited by Dr. 
Bond to attend the Trustees' morning session to discuss matters of 
student concern which might be placed on the afternoon agenda. Mr. Licate 
and the other officers failed to appear. Secondly, Mr. Licate agreed with 
President Jerome and me prior to the opening of the afternoon meeting 
that questions would be taken from the floor after adjournment of the 
Board's official meeting. A potentially fruitful question and answer 
period was under way when Mr. Licate took the microphone without 
recognition from the chair and without any apparent disposition to ask 
questions. When I ruled him out of order, he persisted in speaking. I 
had no choice but to adjourn the session since some procedural rules 
are essential to the orderly conductof affairs in a university community. 
Please be assured that the Board of Trustees is always glad to hear 
students' views. Mr. Bryan's willingness to stay on after the session 
ended is indicative of this Interest in serious discussion of student 
affairs. 
Donald G. Simmons 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees 
Admires May 
Time: 11 p.m., February 5, 1969. 
The halls were now clear of the 
"walk-in." Campus was relatively 
quiet once again. The Rodgers' mix- 
er had ended. 
The casualties reported were 
only few in number. Ten youths 
were "captured"' by representa- 
tives of the administration and one 
RA (resident advisor) has turned 
up missing in action. 
'Sure it's a special occasion!" 
Campus police lock 
Administration Bldg. 
The BG News, Monday, March 11,  1969/Page 3 
More about 
During the rally following the 
Board of Trustees meeting Friday, 
the campus police went to the Ad- 
ministration Building to secure" 
it against any attempts at a take- 
over by the students. 
There were ten campus police 
officers in uniform and two plain- 
clothes policemen stationed on the 
main floor of the building. One 
officer, when asked what he was 
doing there, said he was just doing 
his Job. 
-From the Associated Press 
At about 4 p.m., Dr. James G. 
Bond, vice president of student 
affairs, came down and asked the 
police if everything was under con- 
trol. He told the News the security 
precautions were merely routine. 
University President William T. 
Jerome III left the building with 
Dr. Bond at 4:05 p.m., thanked the 
police officers for their trouble, 
and said, "Its a shame our cam- 
pus police officers have to be 
bothered by this type of screwball 
activity,"   referring to the rally. 
Compiled by Ken Berzof 
Protestors lose right of trial 
WASHINGTON - The Supreme Court brushed aside yesterday the idea 
that college demonstrators have a right to a '• trial" before they can be 
suspended by officials for their activities. 
The ruling serves to uphold the disciplinary powersof administrators 
and bars extension to the college campus of the court's affirmance last 
month of the free-speech rights of passive grade-school demonstrators. 
Justice Abe Fortas, in a brief opinion, said that college students who 
engage in an "aggressive and violent demonstration" are not protected 
by the First Amendment's guarantees. 
Nixon plans missile decision 
KEY BISCAYNE, Fla. - President Nixon ended a weekend of Florida 
boat cruises and conferences yesterday and headed back to Washington to 
get ready to announce his decision on the antlballistic missile defense 
controversy. 
The President is expected to approve a modified plan for deployment 
of the Sentinel system, probably with fewer missile sites than the 15 
originally planned, and orders to place them further away from popula- 
tion centers. 
SBA project bogs down 
WASHINGTON - A highly publicized black capitalism program designed 
to create small businesses at the rate of 10,000 a year by next July is 
begging down. 
The Small Business Administration's "Project Own" will have to 
increase Its current loan rate to meet even 50 per cent of its goal. It 
is trouble by lack of participation by nationwide industries, which it 
had  counted on to provide systematic managerial and technical help. 
Astronauts prepare return 
SPACE CENTER, Houston - The Apollo 9 astronauts, puzzling over a 
mysterious warning light from a spacecraft fuel gauge, fired their 
large rocket yesterday to line up for a final rocket burn that will 
bring them home Thursday. 
The burn reshaped the spacecraft's orbit and gave it a new high point 
of 287 miles while dropping the low points to 112 miles. The rocket 
firing also lined up the astronauts on the path they will use Thursday 
to return to earth. 
Apollo 9's rocket burned perfectly, space officials said, but experts 
on ground have been unable to solve the mysterious blinking. The lights 
came on during earlier firings both aboard the spacecraft and in mission 
control. 
Arabs honor dead General 
CAIRO - About 250,000 Egyptians gave a hero's funeral yesterday to 
their army chief, General Abdel Moneim Rlad, and chanted vows of 
vengeance against Israel whose artillery caused his death. 
President Gamal Abdel Nasser headed the line of marchers accom- 
panying the flag-draped coffin of Riad, who was wounded fatally Sunday 
in the second day of an artillery duel between Egypt and Israel, firing 
across the Suez Canal. 
Officials in Cairo declared that the firing which led to Riad's death 
began Saturday after Egyptian forces say "many preparations on the 
east bank of the canal that included the setting up of rockets and the 
gathering of tanks" which "indicated the enemy's intention to commit 
an act of aggression." 
Poetry reading 
As part of the Toledo Pub- 
lic Library Workshop-Series 
"Poetry: The Oral Art," Dr. 
Frederick Eckman, Bowling 
Green State University, will 
read his poetry on Wednesday, 
March 12, at 7 p.m. in the 
Sanger Branch Library, 2753 
West Central. 
City man pleads 
not guilty to rape 
Lon K. Timmons, 24, of 340 S. 
Main Street, Bowling Green, plead- 
ed not guilty yesterday to the at- 
tempted rape of one University 
coed,   and   the   rape   of another. 
Municipal Court placed Timmons 
under $5000 bond on each charge. 
Reports indicate Timmons is 
charged with the attempted rape 
of a coed in back of University 
Hall  at about 3:50 a.m. Monday. 
Timmons is also charged with 
the rape of another coed on Camp- 
bell Hill Road, Bowling Green, at 
4:58 a.m. Monday. 
Just Hatched 
Easter Cards 
lor Sunrlav, April 6 
University 
Bookstore 
In The Student 
Services Building 
(Continued from page one) 
was out of order. "Being above 
legalism is all Mr. Licate seems 
able to discuss these days. I wasn't 
interested in exposing the Board of 
Trustees to this kind of behavior," 
said Dr. Jerome. 
Several hundred students gath- 
ered at the steps of Williams Hall 
after leaving the ballroom, and a- 
bout 20 people spoke on the issues 
of dorm autonomy, the BSU, stu- 
dent council, and Administrative 
legalism. 
Licate called the board meeting 
a "complete   mockery." 
"All we asked was to apeak," 
he said. "As soon as we asserted 
our power, through parliamentary 
procedure, they said they were 
leaving.'' 
Licate said Council would send 
out its own letter to the parents of 
students concerning dorm autonomy 
and said that he supported Dodgers 
action in Wednesday's "walk-in." 
"Going through channels if fine 
as long as you are asking how you 
can be a better lackey," he said. 
Licate was visibly angered over Dr. 
Jerome's assertion at the Board 
meeting that Student Council was 
an advisory rather than a power 
body. 
President of the Black Student 
Union, Bob Home, said that the 
administration was doing nothing 
to answer the BSU's suggestions. 
Student Body Vice-President Lee 
McClellend commented'that "The 
Board of Trustees blew it, Jerome 
blew it, and I think Nick blew it." 
All the speakers called for stu- 
dent unity in achieving the aims of 
University reform. 
After an hour of student speakers, 
Trustee Ashel Bryan agreed to an- 
swer questions from the group, 
which had  dwindled  to about 150. 
On the topic of form autonomy, 
Bryan said, "When in a University 
climate, you join together with 
13,000 other people, there has to 
be rules and regulations which they 
all follow." 
Licate, WTJ 
Referring to open-house policy, 
Bryan commented, "Maybe its my 
age, but I fail to see the need for 
closed doors and no lights." 
He said the Board had been pro- 
vided with a copy of the BSU's sug- 
gestions and were studying them. 
'' I think there will be some type of 
meaningful results," he said. 
Several campus security officers 
were stationed inside the door of 
the Administration Building during 
the Williams' forum. Chief of Uni- 
versity security, Spencer T. Cal- 
camuggio said yesterday the offi- 
cers were there on routine busi- 
ness, "collecting fees from the 
bursar's office." 
"They weren't telling me anything thot 
I wanted to hear--we're all niggers. W« 
don't have any say about what goes on 
around here." -ROBERT HORNE 
El 
Mart oboit 
"Mr.  Licate .  . . the question and an- 
swer session is now over. Thank you." 
•-DONALO SIMMONS 
Trustees 
(Continued from page one) 
University rules and regulations," said Dr. Bond, as the audience re- 
sumed applause. 
"Dr. Jerome and I went over this (Council's bill on autonomy) with 
Student Body officers earlier this year," Dr. Bond said. 
Dr. Bond switched to the Black Student Union next, saying "it's a good 
organization. Many of their suggestions are possible, many not so possi- 
ble." 
Dr. Bond announced that a special report on discriminatory practices 
would be released this week. All complaints will receive some type of 
hearing," he said. 
"I am very much aware that Negro students on most campuses are 
being exploited by the new left," said Dr. Jerome. "I have seen it on 
our campus to a certain extent. I do not want to see BG degenerate into 
a system of name calling," said Dr. Jerome. 
As he was speaking, approximately 250 Negro students and sympathiz- 
ers walked out of the Grand Ballroom. 
"They weren't saying anything I wanted to hear," was the only comment 
from Home on the walk-out. 
The discussion resumed between board members with Board President 
Donald G. Simmons speaking on the open house policy. "I am not at all in 
agreement with a broad, wide-open policy seenonother campuses. I feel 






FEDERAL SCHOOL REPORT says: The Philadelphia 
public schools are engaged in "the most dramatic revolu- 
tion in a city school system in the post-war period." 
Reform in Philadelphia is "more widespread and far- 
reaching than in any large school system in the country." 
DR. MARK SHEDD, Superintendent of Schools, says: 
"I will continue to support teachers who are able to 
examine, in a mature way, the gut issues of our day — 
war, sex, race, drugs, poverty. If we divorce school sub- 
jects from the guts and hopes of human beings, we can 
expect students  to  find  them   gutless  and  hopeless." 
RICHARDSON DILWORTH, President of the Board 
of Education, says: "The city is where the action is. It's 
where the challenge is. It's where we are facing the great 
moral issues of our day. If you want action, come teach 
in Philadelphia. If you don't, teach in the suburbs." 
WE SAY: Come join our school revolution as a teacher. 
Get in on the action. Teacher salaries are rising rapidly. 
So is our school system. See our recruiter on your campus 
on April 3 or write to the 
Office of Personnel - Kecruitment (Telephone 215-448-3645). 
SCHOOL DISTRICT OF PHILADELPHIA 
21st STREET AND  PARKWAY,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA.   19103 
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The new Lutheran Chapel and Student Center, located on East 
Wooster Street across from Rodgers Quadrangle, is slated (or com- 
pletion in July. The structure will cost about $185,000 seating 
175 persons. It will contain living facilities, lounges, and several 




PRE - RUSH 
OPEN HOUSE 
Tues. Mar. 11 




DIGEST COULD HELP YOU 
FIND THE SUMMER JOB IN 
EUROPE THAT YOU WANT. 
CONTENTS INCLUDE 
* Job opportunities listed by country 
Placement organizations for student jobs overseas 
* International student camps 
* Voluntary work camps 
Governmental regulations on summer jobs 
TIME IS GROWING SHORT SO 
ACT NOW 
Rush $2.00 Cosh, Ch-sck or Money Order 
To: 
Student Overseas Travel Services 
Box 7686 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19101 
Campus 0SEA 
largest in Ohio 
Students aren't the only ones who 
are dissatisfied with the current 
state of education. Teachers, more 
than ever, are concerned about edu- 
cation and their role in it. 
It is becoming Increasingly im- 
portant for college students In edu- 
cation to realize the problems and 
challenges in their intended pro- 
fession. 
That students are interested in 
learning these problems before em- 
barking on their careers is shown 
by their participation in student 
educational groups, suchastheOhio 
Student F.ducational Association 
(OSF.A). The largest chapter of 
OSEA is located at Bowling Green 
State University, according to the 
January membership charter re- 
port. 
The Bowing Green chapter has 
a local student membership of 902, 
an increase of 219 over last year 
and the largest membership among 
the 42 Ohio colleges affiliated with 
OSEA. 
OSEA is a college association 
of elementary, secondary and 
higher education students dedi- 
cated to advancing the standards 
and promoting the interests of 
their chosen profession. 
Teaching problems are discussed 
within the local, state and student 
affiliations of NEA, including more 
financial support for schools and 
better working conditions for teach- 
ers. 
"The greatest gain for our mem- 
bers is the fact that they are in- 
troduced to the professional life 
or a teacher while still in college," 
Dr. Verlin Lee, professor of ed- 
ucation and OSEA   adviser,   said. 
BEAUTY AND BEAST -Moureen Norton, Alpha Comma Delta, and 
Jeff Fidler, Rodgers, were judged the winners in the annual "Beaut 
y and the Beast" contest for Charities Week. Alpha Gamma Delta 
contributed more than $350 to Charities Week. Alpha Phi Omega 
will now turn over $1,500 to local  charities from the Week . 
Bryan to speak at commencement 
Commencement ceremonies for 
290 students will be held Saturday, 
March 22, at Bowling Green State 
University's first winter quarter 
graduation. 
The graduates will be awarded 
their degrees at 3 p.m. in the Uni- 
versity's Union Ballroom. 
Ashel G. Bryan of Bowling Green, 
a member of the University's Board 
of Trustees, will greet the class. 
President   William   T. Jerone  III 
UAO officers Hawed 
The new officers for the Union 
Activities Organization were cho- 
sen by the U.A.O. Board of Direc- 
tors on Feb. 27, 1969. 
The new president is Kathy Win- 
tering, former Public Relations 
Department head for U.A.O. Sara 
Stein was elected the new Public 
Relations Department Head and 
Jim Szoha was chosen for the 
vice presidential post vacated by 
Miss Mary Ayres. 
The Brothers Of 
Zeta Beta Tau 
invite all interested men 
to rush 
open house 
TODAY 7pm To 10pm 
9 
It takes a special kind of nut 
to fix a Volkswagen. 
Every losl tool ond procedure we use O" your VW wos 
either designed or authorized lor the cor by the engineers 
who built it 
Every last nut has to be loetory-opproved 
Including the nut who does the fixing 
He's a graduate ol o VW service school 
And he knows everything there is to know about a VW 
Unless we make an improvement 
Then he goes right bock to school to learn about that 
What all this nutty devotion to standardization adds up to. 
ol course, is service that's very efficient and very sure-fingered. 
So while at first it seems a little insone. on second thought 
anything else would be crozy 
Evening Service Hours Mon. & Thurs. Till 9 p.m. 
Lou La Riche, Inc.   /ov 
920 Plaza at Rt. 224 East   V&) 
(Opp. Ft. Findlay Shopping Center) 
Phono: 422-6424     Findlay, Ohio 
will preside over the conferring ol 
degrees.   . 
A Cleveland area minister, the 
Rev. Dr. John R. Compton, Sr., 
father of John R. Compton, Jr., 
who is a member of the graudating 
class, will give the invocation and 
benediction. Dr. Compton is assist- 
ant to the president of the national 
association of Disciples of Christ 
Christian Church. 
Two graduating seniors, l.uther 
L. Oberhaus of Holgate and Ronald 
P- Hagemeyer of Bowling Green, 
will handle the musical arrange- 
ments for the program. Mr. Ober- 
haus will lead the alma mater and 
Mr. Hagemeyer will play the or- 
gan prelude, processional and re- 
cessional. 
Candidates will receive their de- 
grees from the deans of the var- 
ious colleges and the graduate 
school. Dan P. Millar, instructor 
of speech, will introduce the candi- 
dates. 
Arms superiority 
subject for YAF 
Midwest contest 
Should America restore its nu- 
clear weapons superiority? This 
question is the basis of the 1969 
student essay contest sponsored by 
the Midwest Region of Young Am- 
ericans for Freedom. 
Rod Matto, chairman of Bowling 
Green University chapter of Young 
Americans for Freedom (BGU- 
YAF), announced last week that 
the local chapter of YAF is spon- 
soring the essay contest in north- 
west Ohio. 
The topic is based on the book 
"Strike From Space-' by Phyllis 
Schaafly and Rear Admiral Ches- 
ter Ward, United States Navy (Re- 
tired.) Free copies of the book 
may be obtained by contacting Matto 
in 444 Compton Hall. 
Any student enrolled in a college, 
university or high school is eli- 
gible. The contest is not limited 
to YAF members or any partisan 
group, but is open to all students. 
Decisions of the judges will be 
final and contest entries become the 
property of the Midwest Region 
YAF. 
Individual student awards include 
$500 for first place, $300 for 
$500 for first place, $300 second 
place,   $100  third place,   and ten 
fourth place  awards of $50 each. 
All contest entries which must be 
between 1,000 and 5,000 words must 
be postmarked not later than mid- 
night May 1. 1909. 
Racist handout 
off campus job, 
investigator says 
Campus police investigators 
have determined the anti-BSU 
handout of last week was definitely 
printed off campus, according to 
Spencer T. Calcamuggio, chief of 
security. 
The racist paper was done on a 
mimeograph machine, Chief Cal- 
camuggio said, and was of poor 
quality. 
"The grade of paper used is 
not stocked by the University," 
said the chief. "And, there are a 
number of such machines in Bowl- 
ing Green which could have been 
used for the print job. It's very 
possible that only one individual 
could have run the paper oft by 
himself," he added. 
Investigations are continuing. 
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Psychologist discusses morality 
By BAKBAltA JACOI.A 
Staff Writer 
"Moral knowledge is no guaran- 
tee of moral observance. It is sim- 
ply an ability to state the rules, 
not a measure of how you feel a- 
bout it," said Dr. Kobert llogan, 
associate professor of psychology 
at Johns Hopkins University. 
The topic of moral knowledge was 
one of five dimensions Dr. llogan 
included in his lecture on "Moral 
Development: A Multidimensional 
Approach", in his lecture last 
Thursday. 
Dr. Hogan said the five objective 
considerations are the minimum 
amount of variables that need to be 
taken into account before you can 
consider any aspect of moral de- 
velopment in a person. 
"Moral knowledge leads to the 
concept of self-criticism," he said. 
' 'Once you know the rules, you apply 
them to yourself and make a Judg- 
ment." 
Dr. Hogan said the process of 
socialization is linked to moral 
development, "People who fail to 
internalize the laws of society are 
social deviates," he said. 
He added that on a socialization 
scale given in eight languages and 
in ten different countries, there is 
a definite differentiation between 
delinquents and non-delinquents as 
far as the measure of socialization 
is concerned. 
"Role-taking is also necessary 
for moral development," he said. 
"A person with too much empathy 
will have troubles identifying or 
role-taking because he is too will- 
ing to 'put himself in another's 
shoes' ". Such people have prob- 
lems expressing aggression and 
find it hard to make up their minds." 
Dr. Hogan classified the morally 
mature person as one who scores 
highly on socialization and empathy 
on an empathy measurement scale. 
The delinquent is one who scores 
low in both categories. 
Ethics of personal conscience 
versus ethics of social responsi- 
bility were the next aspects he con- 
sidered. To illustrate the point, he 
said Dr. BenjaminSpockusedethics 
of personal conscience to justify 
his desobedienee to a court order 
concerning his anti-draft instiga- 
tions. Those who opposed his ac- 
tions used social responsibility as 
their  basis.   He added that "psy- 
Committee slates changes for 
June commencement festivities 
June graduation festivities will 
have a new look this year. The 
biggest change that should be noted 
is commencement according to 
Keith Mabee, chairman of the sen- 
ior class graduation committee. 
The traditional Sunday afternoon 
ceremony will take place at 10 a.m. 
Saturday, June 14 in the stadium, 
weather permitting. 
"This will eliminate the prob- 
lems of a hot humid afternoon and 
the long journey home on Sunday 
night for those people attend- 
ing from out-of-state," said 
Mabee. 
Festivities for the seniors will 
begin at 6 p.m. Friday, June 13 
with the presentation of the dis- 
tinguished service awards and the 
class gift. This will be followed 
by the class skit at 7:30 in the 
ballroom of the Union. 
Plans are being made for a BYO 
party for members of the senior 
class, their dates, and parents to 
run from 9 to 12 Friday night. 
The problem of finding a hall large 
enough to accommodate such a 
gathering in the Bowling Green vi- 
cinity is being handled by the Stu- 
dent Activities Office. 
Saturday morning will begin 
early for most seniors as the 
President's coffee hour and ROTC 
commissionings will probably oc- 
cur before the 10 a.m. commence- 
ment. 
Immediately following termina- 
tion of the formal proceedings sen- 
iors and their guests will be In- 
vited  to  a     chicken barbeque at 
Sterling Farm. 
Arrangements are also being 
made for housing in University 
facilities for families and guests. 
An inclement weather schedule, 
finallzation of all activities, and 
the commencement speaker will be 
announced early In the spring quar- 
ter. 
Seniors are asked to mention 
these changes to parents although 
notification will be mailed home. 
chology stresses social conscious- 
ness". 
Dr. Hogan referred to a test he 
devised called " a surveyor ethical 
attitudes". By its measure, he 
characterized the socially con- 
scious as "enthusiastic, innovating, 
and sometimes undependable". The 
socially responsible are those who 
are "super-dependable, systema- 
tic, and factual." 
His final consideration was moral 
autonomy. He defined it as the 
degree to which a person's moral 
judgments are independent of pres- 
tige-consciousness or peer-group 
pressure." 
"It involves personally-derived 
ethical standards as opposed to soc- 
ialized ones," Dr. Hogan concluded. 
FOR BALE 
1963 White Olds. OHM -black 
bucket seats, automatic -trans. - 
power steering, excellent cond., 
352-5286. 
House Trailer 8x42 1997 2 bed- 
room, lot *75 Gypsy Lane Tr. 
Ct. Call 352-6813 or stop by after 
6:00 p.m. for further information. 
•61 Chevy Impala Conv. Excellent 
cond. Auto., P.S. 354-9582 Uetween 
10-12 p.m. 
1960 Bug-eyed Sprite, A-l Cond., 
Call 352-4344 after 7 p.m. 
12-strlng Guitar, Soya.   5-Strlng 
Ban)o, Gibson. Call 352-4344 af- 
ter 7 p.m. 
1965 11..11.1., 50. In good cond.. Call 
354-2053 or Inquire at 228 Pike 
Ave. 
classifieds 
Female roommate wanted to share 
Apt. Next Fall. Terrle, 354-7192. 
Efficiency Apt. three blocks from 
campus. Call 352-2594 or 352- 
5536. 
Male roommate wanted to share 
Apt.   for   3rd  Qtr.  CaU  352-5752. 
One female roommate needed for 
3rd Qtr. 208 K. Merry St. Call 
353-9331. 
lens case. Generous Iteward - Call 
Vlcki 238 K-li. 
Would the person who found my 
BGSU Calendar book In either the 
Capital or Alumni Itoom of the 
Union Sunday Night, please leave 
It at Commuter Center office Im- 
mediately. Desperately needed. 
Marlene Purdy. 
LOST Cat-White, Grey and Black. 
ItEWANU - 354-5205. 
WANTED- HIDtS 
BUSINESS AND PF.HSONAI. 
Cuddles Valentl! Congrats on your 
lavallerlng. WF. knew you could 
do It. Candy, Pat, Jean, l.unn, Marh, 
Linda, Pam, Laubaugli, Paula, 
Weakley. 
Thanx  to all  the Rirls who helped 
In the  Dunbar  Slave Auction. Fel- 
las, start calling those girls now! 
- Shar. 
Typing done. 350 per page Phone 
354-6158. 
Cash for your old upright piano any 
cond. PH.   419-927-6774. 
Happy   Anniversary, 
l.lebe   Dick. 
Ilaniu.     Ich 
WANTED: Girl to share Apt. In 
Summer School. $40.50 per month. 
Swimming pool. Greenvlew Apts. 
Call 354-7205 after 8 p.m. 
12x60 2 Bedroom. Col. Mobile home 
For Sale. Furnished. I.Ike new. 
352-6588. 
•65 Homettc house trailer 10x58 
Total lot & Trailer Payment 
$101.76.   352-5923. 
Garrard SI, 75 Turntable Cartridge, 
base, dusl cover. 6 wks. old. best 
offer, John 2216. 
Mens  rooms for Hen! 304 F, Court 
SI. (all 354-1533. 
Hide to Central New York or vi- 
cinity, ,anh 20. contact Italph, 
348 Il-A. exl. 2271-73. 
Two guys need ride lo Ft. Lau- 
derdale. Will share Exp. Contact 
Ted -  3412. 
Apt.   Available   March   24   -   343- 
1731. 
Apt. Available for   1   Male - $80 
for entire 3rd qtr. 352-5751. 
Single   room   for   3rd qlr.,   near 
campus.    Male   student   352-7365. 
Hide wanted back to school from 
New York city, call Carole. 434 
East, 2711. 
Take a chance: for only 35S' you 
could have Spring Qtr. paid for by 
the Soph Class. Tickets available 
now in the Union Lobby. 
Cindy, what does "ibid" mean? 
Good luck on Finals! Helen. 
Congrats and good luck to the num- 
ber one hockey learn -- from the 
Alpha sig Sweethearts. 
Stereo - Fisher Amp. plus Speak- 
res and turntable. Also Jazz & 
Classical records. 
'63 TH-4 Clean, excellent cond., 
Toledo (1) 385-6727. 
LOST AND FOUND 
Phi  Delta Theta Pin lost. Please 
return to Phi Delt House. Reward. 
LOST:    1   Circular,   blue   contact 
Going to Florida - Want to come? 
Call 354-9901. 
WANTED; Hlders needed for Flor- 
ida. Call 353-0962. 
WANTED: A ride to Cleveland Air- 
port on Wed. March 19 at 10:30 
a.m. or after, contact Wendy, 11 
McDonald-W. exl. 3021, 3022, or 
3023. Will share expenses. 
Swan Club - Let's celebrate our 
Intercollegiate championship to- 
Dtta,   To The Gale!! 
Brothers of Alpha Epsllon PI: I 
love you.  Your Sweelheart, Linda. 
To the Swans: Congrats on a fine 
Job — I'm so proud of you -- 
sign  of   approval   --   Your   Pres. 








Union Lobby 9-5 
3 5< each, 3 for $1.00 






(Former R.A. Of Rodgers ) 
Rodgers Rep. Council 
Makes eyes 







Brings     ; $ 
a receding chin     V 
In short WHITE WHITE Creme Make-up by Bonne 
Bell is the quick, modern way to highhght-or-hush 
facial features   The price, too. is amazing '2 OO 
oMwieSC   $ 
Cosmetics   lor young women ol all ages "•'"■ 
3he (Powclet @uff 
525 Ridge St. 
Hmm 
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Campus face changes greatly since 1940 
a  third to Williams Hall, and the 
fourth, to Wooster St. 
The only meal place on cam- 
pus, except in dormitories where 
board was furnished, was the Army 
hall, called the Commons. It was 
located   where   today's Commons 
The Ohio College Young Republi- 
cans will sponsor a discussion of 
proposals currently before the Ohio 
General      Assembly    Wednesday, 
By DENNIS LLOYD 
Staff Writer 
The long-known process of 
growth, decay, and renewal is quite 
evident in the many changes made 
in Bowling Green's campus since 
1940. 
Anyone who attended college then 
and married could more than likely 
have a son or daughter of college 
age today. 
A row of 12 small, metal Army 
huts; an elementary school; a tall 
smoke stack; and a small, wooden 
building used as the Student Union 
were some features of the Bowl- 
ing Green University campus in the 
early 1940s. 
The old Administration Building 
was University Hall. A bookstore 
was located in one corner of the 
basement in the same building. 
i Also in the basement of Uni- 
versity Hall was an all-purpose 
"Rec" Hall. This was used for 
registration, for dances, and for 
many all-campus gatherings. Joe 
Brown Theater was the main audi- 
torium for all assemblies. 
Hanna Hall was the University 
School where classes were taught 
for children in kindergarten and 
first through sixth grades. The edu- 
cation department off ices were also 
located in the same building. 
Classes In the University School 
were taught by supervising teach- 
ers, or critic teachers. Each su- 
pervising teacher had an office, 
one large classroom, and two small 
classrooms for student teachers. 
There was a fireplace In each of the 
large classrooms. 
There was no parking area behind 
Hanna Hall; it was used as a play- 
ground by the University School 
children. 
On the west side of the old Li- 
brary (now the Graduate School) 
there was a walk which circled 
around a beautiful garden. Four 
walks extended from this circu- 
lar walk. One led to the 
library     another to Shatzel Hall, 
I    Council   notes       I 
If you have questions, comments, or problems, call ACTION LINE at 
3944 daily Irom 3:00 to 0:00 p.m. 
Student Council will meet Thursday, March 13, at 7 p.m. in 112 Life 
Sciences Bldg. The main order of business will be the discussion of the 
new Constitution and a plan for reapportionment. —Nick    l.lcate 
dining hall now  stands,   but it is 
not the same building. 
Mosely Hall, in the early 1940's 
was the science building, while 
Hayes Hall was used for music 
classes and included the music 
department offices. 
A large, circular drive, located 
in front of the Administration Build- 
ing (UniversityHall), was where 
homecoming parades took place, 
where floats were displayed, and 
where Daisy Mae's paraded around. 
Around the outside of the clr- 
Young Republicans to discuss 
current proposals in Assembly 
March 12, at 7:30 p.m. in the Uni- 
versity Union. 
House Majority Whip Walter L. 
White,   Senator  Howard  C.   Cook, 
Prize tickets on sale 
Tickets went on sale yesterday 
for the drawing contest sponsored 
by the sophomore class to raise 
money for various University 
scholarship funds. 
The tickets, given for a donation 
of 35?, or four for a dollar, will 
go into a pot until Friday night, 
when Connie Hartley, Miss BGSU, 
will draw the winners. 
The drawing will occur during 
.he all-campus dance In the ball- 
room from 8 to 12 p.m., with the 
Primary Colors providing music. 
First prize is a "free quarter" 
at the University, including paid 
room and board, tuition, and cost 
of books. Second prize is free 
tuition for a student, and third prize 
is free books. 
Tickets will be sold In the Union 
lobby and University Hall. 
University hosting disease conference 
A regional vector control conference is being held today in the 
Dogwood Suite of the Union. 
Public health personnel from Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois, 
Indiana and Pennsylvania are meeting to study aspects of disease 
transmission by birds, insects and rodents, said Dr. William Jackson, 
University professor of biology and hosting chairman of the conference. 
The program, featuring the presentation of films and formal papers 
in the participants' fields of specialization, is open to all interested 
persons.   A $1 fee is charged for non-participant registration. 
Among the papers which will be presented are "California Virus 
Isolation from Mosquitoes in the United States" by Dr. W. D. Sudia, 
Atlanta; "Significance of California Virus Types in Identification and 
Diagnosis" by Gladys E. Sather, Pittsburgh; "Status of Arbovirus in 
Ohio" by Dr. Ralph Masterson, Columbus, and "Status of Rabies in 
the Midwest" by Dr. Jack Russell, Columbus. 
and Representative Donald R. Fra- 
ser will participate as panel mem- 
bers in the discussion. 
The meeting is the third in a ser- 
ies of programs entitled "Republi- 
cans Speak Out." The discussion 
will include such issues as lowering 
the voting age, student seats on 
Boards of Trustees, and proposals 
regarding the whole scope of stu- 
dent-faculty-administration rela- 
tionships. 
White, representative from Li- 
ma, is a graduate of Ohio Northern 
University and Ohio Northern Uni- 
versity of Law. He has served six 
consecutive terms in the Ohio 
House. 
Cook, Senator from Toledo, is a 
graduate of Wittenberg University 
and Harvard School of Law. He 
serves on the Senate Elections, 
Commerce and Labor, and Judici- 
ary Committees. 
Fraser, representative from 
Toledo, is a graduate of the Un- 
iversity of Toledo, and George 
Washington University. He is serv- 
ing his first term in the Legis- 
lature, and is serving on the Ju- 
diciary and State Government Com- 
mittees. 
cular drive parking was reserved 
for visitors on campus. In the cen- 
ter of the lawn, inside the cir- 
cular drive, there stood a flag pole 
where the American flag was flown. 
Three drives were connected to 
this large, circular drive. One ex- 
tended to Wooster St., another to 
Ridge St., and the third passed in 
front of the old Library and ex- 
tended   westward   to   Thurstin   St. 
A row of 12 metal Army huts 
were located directly behind the 
old football field. Each hut was 
divided into two rooms; 16 men lived 
in each hut. A gas stove was in- 
stalled in each of these huts, and 
the men nearly "froze" in the win- 
ter. 
A tall, round smoke stack, called 
the "Power Tower," was located 
behind the old Administration 
Building. The heating plant was the 
same building as is used today for 
the police department. 
The Falcon's Nest, or Student 
Union, had the look of an old log 
cabin. It included a faculty dining 
room and lounge with a fireplace. 
The old Student Union has since 
been moved to Portage, where It 
is now used as an American Le- 
gion Hall. 
A growing university such as 
Bowling Green has experienced 
many changes, both great and small. 
Everyday experiences reveal the 
idea of change. 
The BG News has been "serving 
a growing university since 1920," 
and Bowling Green University's 
mission theme is "Expanding Hor- 
izons." 
How great even recent changes 
and additions to the University are 
such as the Ice Arena, the new foot- 
ball field and stadium, and the new 
Library. 
Campus calendar 
4 MONTHS TO LIFTOFF.  .  . 
WITH A NEW SUMMER JOB AS A RECREATION LEADER, 
LIFE GUARD, BEACH MANAGER, OR ATTENDANT. 
ENTER OUR ATMOSPHERE (AKRON RESIDENTS) ON THE 
8TH FLOOR OF THE MUNICIPAL BUILDING RM 812, 166 S. 
HIGH STREET, AKRON, OHIO BEFORE MARCH 21. 
LET US PUT YOU INTO ORBIT 
THE AKRON CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION 
An Equal Opportunity Employer 
Correction 
The BG News would like to 
make a correction concerning 
an article appearing in March 
6 issue of the News. In the art- 
icle it was erroneously stated 
that Mrs. Alta Cope was a cook 
for Delta Sigma Theta sorori- 
ty. Mrs. Cope is a cook for 
Delta Zeta sorority. 
UAO 
Anthony Gergely film-lecture on 
Czechoslavia will  be shown  at 7 
p.m. tonight in the Dogwood Suite 
of the Union. 
GRADUATE SEMINAR 
Will meet at 7 p.m. tonight in 
room 204 of the Fine Arts Build- 
ing. "Emak Bakie" (1927), ex- 
perimental art film by Man Ray, 
film showing is open to the public. 
Congratulations  Judy Witmer 
EDITOR 
OF THE KEY 
Sisters of Gamma Phi Beta 
FREE UNIVERSITY 
Will   meet   at  7:30 p.m.  tonight 
in   the  Taft  Room of the Union. 
A  course on "Revolution Yester- 
day-Today"      will be  discussed. 
GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Graduate Student meeting sched- 
uled for today, March 11, has been 
cancelled. The next meeting will be 
held April 1 at 4 p.m. in the Grad- 
uate Convention Room. 
FREE UNIVERSITY 
Will meet at 4 p.m. today in 
the River Room of the Union. A 
discussion will be held on the first 
Free University national confer- 
ence. 
UNIVERSITY KARATE CLUB 
Will   meet from 7-9 p.m. today 
at the Newman Center Auditorium. 
Orientation for all interested stu- 
dents. 
Name a job that interests you. Chances are there's a 
career wailing for you in thai job at the sign of the 
Stag, The Hartford Insurance Croup. In fact, there are 
71 separate functions at The Hartford . . . from ac- 
countants to engineers to technologists to writers. 
When the recruiter from The Hartford is on campus, 
sign up for an interview. 
See him March 12. Contact 
the placement office for , 
time and place. JF£^V- Insurance by 
THE HARTFORD 
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Falcon tankers swamped 
as MAC  records fall 
The 8G News, Monday, March 11, 1969/Pag. 7 
Sports headlines 
By GARY DAVIS 
Sports Editor 
KENT, Ohio —Conference swim- 
mers churned the water at the Kent 
Memorial Pool over the three-day 
championships smashing 10 of 18 
existing   records in the process. 
It was this same record pace 
that swamped the slightly under 
manned Falcon tankers. Bowling 
Green was minus the top conten- 
ders entering the competltioa ex- 
cept freestyler Bill Zeeb, and even 
he was  sunk  in the frantic pace. 
Western Michigan chased Ohio 
University most of the way falling 
off in the final three events on 
Saturday allowing the Bobcats to 
speed home winners. Miami on 
the strength of first place finishes 
in three events wrapped up third 
place honors and Kent slumped to 
fourth. 
The Falcons unable to garner 
a first or second place finish when 
Zeeb was stunned in the 500 and 
1G50 gathered in last place. 
The victorious Cats ran up nine 
firsts in the match, to three for 
each of the other contenders. The 
Broncos used six seconds and val- 
uable runnerup positions to threaten 
Ohio though. 
"I was disappointed," said Fal- 
con coach Tom Stubbs, "Zeeb Just 
didn't have it and it took some of 
the steam out of us. But we still 
went on to drop our times in many 
events."' 
Zeeb's highest finish was a thini 
in the 1650 freestyle. Tom Williams 
grabbed a similar spot in the 100 
breaststroke and Tom Neinhuis in 
the 200 backstroke. 
Neinhuis in both the 100 and 200 
finished behind Les Moore of Kent 
and Dave Peterson of Western 
Michigan. He shared third place 
honors in the 100 backstroke event 
in a tight finish. 
Williams added a fourth place 
finish in the longer 200 breath- 
stroke event. In the 100 he was 
backed up by Wayne Hose in fourth. 
Rose was the biggest surprise in 
the championships, but only a minor 
one for Stubbs. "We knew he was 
capable," said the coach, "but 
he wasn't figured to do much scor- 
ing by the other schools." 
He approached within three- 
tenths of the varsity record in the 
200 yard individual medley where 
he placed sixth and he did es- 
tablish a new breaststroke mark in 
the 100 with a 1:03.2 clocking in 
the preliminaries besting the old 
mark of 1:03.7. 
Zeeb was able to add only sixth 
in the strong field in the 500 free- 
style and lost his crown to Oave 
Pohlonski. He faired better in the 
200 sprint managing fifth. "He 
tensed up." said Stubbs, "he knows 
it and was very disgusted with 
himself." 
Juniors 
planning to work this summer 
in their professional fields 
as part of the 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION 
INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
will meet at 3:00 pm in room 201 
Hayes on WEDNESDAY, March 12. 
CONGRATULATIONS 
TO 




The Rodgers Rep 
Council Thanks 
THE GIRLS OF B.G.S.U 
WHO 
HELPED OUR CAUSE 
BLOW YOURSELF UP 
TO POSTER SIZE 
Got your own Phot* Potter. Send my Black 
ano* White or Color Photo. Alto ony new*- 
p*p«r  or mafloslne  photo. 
PERFECT  POP ART 
Poilcr     rolled     and     nailed     in     iturdy     Ink.. 3X4 ft  $7.50 
Original   returned   undamaged. ***" ■*        *" 
* $25.00  VllM fir 
2x3«-s3M 
PHOTO JIGSAW PUZZLE, H.«.</2H. $3M 
Get  your own Personalucd Photo Jigiew Punic    Send any black and white oil 
color photo.  Mailed in 40 caiy to attemblc pieces. Great gift or gag for anyone. I 
Add SOc for portage  and handling  for  [ACH  item ordered. Add  local  Salct 
fa. Send check, caih or M.O. (No C.O.O.I te>: 
PHOTO POSTER, Inc., 210 E. 23. St., D.pt. T-24, H. Y. 100(0 
Frank Mutz followed Zeeb in the 
1C50 for fourth place while Tim 
Youngbluth backed up Neinhuis in 
the backstroke (200). 
Records were established in four 
events on the opening day of com- 
petition and in two more Friday 
night. In closing out the three-day 
championships on Saturday the 
swimmers blasted four more 
marks. Both 400 relays went with 
the Bobcats in 3:30.5 in the med- 
ley. Miami reeledoff a 3:13.Sclock- 
ing in the freestyle for a new mark. 
Individual medley titles fell both 
to Bobcat swimmers with Neil Wade 
2:02.1 in the 200 and Nick Doug- 
las in the 400. A double record 
setter was I.es Moore of Kent State 
in the backstroke 54.2 in the 100 
and 1:59.9 in the 200 to smash 
both of his own records. 
Wade displayed versatility in 
swamping the field in the 200 
breaststroke in record time of 2:4.8 
Bob Shaw, defending champ in all 
three of the sprints events returned 
in the 100 and 200. He passed up 
the 50 to enter the 500 freestyle. 
He didn't set any records yet Jim 
Popoff of Kent made hay in the 50 
without Shaw in snapping the MAC 
mark with a 21.5 clocking. 
Dave Pohlonski was the only other 
double record setter taking both the 
500 and 1650 in new times. He 
churned the shorter event for 
4.56.5 and the lengthy freestyle 
event in 17:30.4. 
Markhol, McCovey still hold outs 
PHOtNIX, Ariz. - Willie McCovey, who revealed that he is asking 
for a three-year contract, and Juan Marichal, still dickering about the 
"plus" on his $100,000-plus contract, remained holdouts at the San 
Francisco Giants' spring training camp Monday, but both said they were 
close to signing. McCovey, who led the National League with 36 home 
runs, 135 runs batted in and a .545 slugging average in 1968, finished a 
two-year contract that called for $60,000 per season and is now aiming 
for the highly-unusual three-year pact. 
McCovey wouldn't reveal his asking price, but said of reports that 
it is $75,000, "I wouldn't even attempt to play for that." 
He said, "I want the security. If I sign a one-year contract and have 
the same kind of year I had last year, I'll be in a position to make more 
money than anyone on this club. I'm taking a chance asking for a 
longer one." 
Marichal, who led National League pitched with 26 victories, also said 
he and Feeney were close to agreement. Marichal received a reported 
$100,000 last year. 
STOP WORRYING 
ABOUT WHO'S THE 
BEST! 
in IOUTM NH rain. 
MUlAumM 
Eat II her* or lake II oat 
PHONE 7MVSV23 
01N4PM     I.   I   *   M     MONO*'    THtU   tNljtiOA' 
aria 1.1AM nioATASAfutoai 
ami. HONtCMi tuNoaf 
ES? B ALWAYS EATEN WITH THE FW6ERS 
Wash, wel, soak, hunt, 
squint, wash, soak, wet. cry a little. 
Coniaci lenses were de- 
signed to be a convenience. And 
they are up lo a point. They're 
convenient enough to wear, 
once you get used to them. but. 
until recently, you had to use 
two or more dillerent lens solu- 
tions to properly prepare and 
maintain   contacts    You 
needed two or three diller- 
ent bottles, lens cases, and 
you went through more than 
enough daily rituals to make 
even the most steadfast indi- 
viduals consider dropping out. 
But now caring lor your con- 
wearing them Now there's Len- 
sine. from the makers ol Murine. 
Lensine is the one lens solution 
designed lor complete contact 
lens care . . preparing, cleans- 
ing, and soaking 
Just 
a drop or 
two ol Len- 
sine belore 
you   insert 
your lens pre- 
pares  it  lor 
your eye Lensine makes your 
contacts, which are made ol 
modern plastics, compatible 
with your eye How'' Len- 
sine is an "isotonic" so- 
lution That means it's 
made to blend with the 
eye's natural fluids. So 
a simple drop or two 
coats Ihe lens, forming a 
sort of comfort zone around 
Cleaning your con- 
tacts with Lensine fights 
bacteria and foreign de- 
posits that build up dur- 
ing ihe course of the day. 
And for overnight soak- 
ing. Lensine provides a 
handy contact canister on 
the bottom of every bottle Soak- 
ing your contacts in Lensine be- 
tween wearing periods assures 
you of proper lens hygiene 
Improper storage between 
weanngs permits Ihe growth of 
bacteria on your lenses This is a 
sure cause of eye irritation and, 
n some cases, it can endanger 
your vision Bacteria cannot grow 
in Lensine. Lensine is sterile, sell- 
sanitizing. and antiseptic. 
Let your contacts be the con- 
venience they were designed to 
be The name ol Ihe game is 
Lensine.   Lensine.   made  by 
Ihe Murine Company. Inc. 
Are you 
cut out for 
contact 
sports? 
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leers capture 26th with Invitational sweep 
By DAVID EGBERT 
Assistant Sports Editor 
With no more trouble than drop- 
ping a cube of sugar in the morning 
cup of coffee, Bowling Green's 
hockey team ended its season with 
a 26-5 record and won the Bowl- 
ing     Green     Invitational  hockey 
tournament Saturday with a 4-2 
triumph over Ohio University. 
A 8-2 win Friday night against 
Western Michigan put the Falcons 
in the finals while OU earned the 
right to tangle BG with a 3-1 win 
over   the   University of Detroit. 
Bowling Green against Ohio U. 
was nothing new, the two teams 
meeting five previous times with 
BG easily getting the best of it. 
The Falcons dropped the Bobcats 
8-5 to win the Cleveland Cup, took' 
5-1 and 5-2 victories on BG ice, 
and split at OU, winning 4-0 after 
dropping a 5-2 decision. 
UUXN   me IV-C -Jock rloogeveen (6) gets set to    looks down the ice tor the open man.   Un his trail 
put the Falcon's offensive gears into motion os he    is Michael Grocki. (Photo by Gregg Daniels) 
On second thought 
... a long season 
John McComb cuts a resplendid 
figure in his tan blazer and green 
vest when he paces the players' 
box, investing wisdom in his play- 
ers and taking time out for an 
occasional wiry chat with an offi- 
cial. 
The Bobcat hockey coach stood 
passively adjacent the locker room 
wall following his 4-2 loss to the 
Falcons in the final round of the 
BG invitational, smoke curling up- 
ward from his lighted cigarette. 
His expressionless face was still 
pallid after a long stay near the 
cool ice surface. 
Ohio University had dropped its 
fifth decision in six outings to Bow- 
ling Green and not even dissatisfac- 
tion cracked his appearance. 
'•It's been a long season," he 
sighed, "we've played 29 games 
and with 19 on the road, it's been 
rough." 
The Falcons played havoc with 
his crew enough times to increase 
his disappointment, three of four 
in a home and home series, while 
sweeping the confrontations in the 
tourney trail at Cleveland and here 
this weekend. 
Had it not been for the Falcons, 
McComb'8 leers would have cleared 
the 500 mark. As it was, they 
slumped to a dismal 11-14-1 over- 
all ledger. 
"I don't like the idea of playing 
any team six times," he said, 
"and it'll never happen again," 
he assured. 
It's been an interesting series, 
and gradually assumed the role 
held by Toledo. The action was 
always spirited and each club 
grimaced at the thought of traveling 
to play on the foreign ice. Falcon 
coach Jack Vivian gloomily envisi- 
oned extended use of faculty and uni- 
*       I 
FACEOFF-Bruc. Blyth (lb) g.ts s.t tor o toc.ott with OU's Paul 
Marfell (17) in the championship game Saturday afternoon.  Oarcy 
SIMM (21)     is set     to retrieve    the puck.      (Photo      by Larry 
bswand.r) 
versity personnel by the Cats for 
officials, while McComb reasoned 
that it's a part of the game you must 
learn to live with when playing away. 
He landed his digs this weekend, 
when penalties raked his squad 
heavily during the second period 
against BG and the Falcons res- 
ponded with two goals. "I won't 
argue with those calls; we deserved 
them," he said, "but there were 
three occasions in the final quar- 
ter when they should have been 
called on Bowling Green." 
"It had a demoralizing effect on 
you when you see the other team 
get away with things without being 
called," said McComb. 
He's a realistic coach though, 
both on the game and  the  year. 
"We were fairly ragged in pat- 
terns and positional play; we had 
good opportunities but didn't capit- 
alize on them," he said. "We have 
been up and down and I thought we'd 
be playing a better game by this 
stage than we are." 
"Bowling Green played well and 
did take advantage of our penalty 
situations," said McComb, "I'm 
not surprised at the way they have 
progressed; they've got good qual- 
lly boys and when you've got the 
talent, it will make a difference. I 
know because I tried to recruit some 
of these same guys." 
"They are a well-balanced team 
with three excellent lines, four 
strong defensemen and a tough 
goalie, and it's hard to beat that 
kind of experience," said McComb. 
He's had a long, hard look in the 
six games against BG and knows 
the score. 
He has analyzed the situation so 
well and hit the key of the Falcon 
success so pointedly that even his 
other reservations about the OU- 
BG series carry little force. 
McComb was experiencing the 
loss of a defenseman which re- 
portedly hurt. But what about the 
other five meetings. He also tabs 
the use of freshman as a decided 
factor. "They have an added advan- 
tage with using their frosh and 
that helps a lot. I'm sure things 
could have been different, if we 
could have." 
With the new MAC rule on use of 
freshman for next year, he'll get 
his chance, with another four-game 
set scheduled with the Cats. 
The Falcons also dominated 
other honors. Besides grabbing the 
championship trophy, the Falcons' 
Kick Allen walked off with the best 
offensive player's award while 
Eric Preston captured the Most 
Valuable Player prize. 
BG placed seven players on all- 
tournament teams, Mike Root and 
Bruce Blyth taking second team 
offensive berths while sophomore 
Bill Koniewich joined them as a 
defenseman. Goalie Paul Galaski, 
playing spectacularly in shutting 
off both toui ney opponents with only 
three goals, got the nod as the first 
team netminder. 
Owen Freeman and Eric Preston 
plucked first team honors as for- 
wards and Tom Hendrix took one 
of the defensive posts. 
Mike Root tallied quickly, at 
2:23 of the opening period, to give 
the Falcons a quick 1-0 margin in 
the championship final. Ldt after 
dominating the early part of the 
stanza BG found OU spending more 
time at the Falcon's end of the 
ice, eventually knotting the clash at 
14:28. 
"We should have had the puck 
in the net three or four times 
before we did," said Falcon Coach 
Jack Vivian. "There is no doubt 
but that penalties hurt them, but 
we drew the first one and they 
couldn't score." 
Bowling Green was played on 
even terms until partway through 
the second period when two power 
play goals broke the contest open. 
OU's first two penalties saw BG 
take full advantage with 
offensively-minded Allen lighting 
up the scoreboard on both oc- 
casions. 
Receiving assists from Preston 
and Blyth, Allen tallied the go- 
ahead score as he spun three- 
fourths of the way around before 
letting the puck go. He then took 
a four and a half minute break 
before adding an Insurance score 
on passes from Freeman and Blyth. 
Freeman added the final marker 
midway through the third period. 
Bowling Green outshot the vis- 
itors 6G-35 while goalie Galaski 
had to make only 17 saves in com- 
parison to OU's 28. 
"OU gave us a good game; they 
played better than previously in 
the year," said Vivian. "We 
passed the puck real well but we 
just didn't shoot enough. Of course 
if you' re ahead, I guess you don't 
have to fill the air with pucks," 
he added. 
The Falcons had no trouble at 
all with Western Michigan Friday 
night as BG completely dominated 
a team that had lost a hard fought 
9-6 verdict earlier in the season. 
Bowling Green   outskated    and 
CLEAR THE PUCK-Tom Hen- 
drix (5) attempts to get the puck 
out of Bowling Green's end of 
the ice. (Photo by Gregg Dan- 
iels) 
outhustled the Broncos in an easy 
8-2  win.       BG's  aggressiveness 
could   be   seen   as   the   Falcons 
placed   men in the penalty box 11 
times for a total of 25 minutes. 
Eight different players scored 
goals, with senior John Aikin, 
playing his final weekend of hockey 
for the Falcons, crossing the goal 
mouth for the first tally. Other 
goals came off the sticks of Root, 
Koniewich, Blyth, Freeman, Den- 
nis  Murphy,   Hendrix, and Allen. 
Western Michigan took the con- 
solation contest by beating Detroit 
7-5. 
"Finishing with a 26-5 record 
was beyond my wildest expectation; 
I never anticipated such a season," 
said Vivian. " But we got a couple 
of breaks and worked awfully hard 
to get where we are," he added. 
Off. Eric Preston BG 
Off. Owen Freeman BG 
Off. Paul Thorton OU 
Goal Paul Galaski BG 
Def. Tom Hendrix BG 
D.f. Joe Martin OU 
PILLAR OF STRENGTH- Paul Galaski rose to the occassion in 
the Falcon's Invitational tournament as he held two opponents to 
three goals. Galaski, only a freshman, has hopes of turning pro- 
fessional after his. stay at BG.   (Photo by Larry Nighswander) 
